GLOBETROTTERS AT SHRINE FEB. 3RD: Four Teams Play in Basketball Classic

The greatest basketball show ever presented in Los Angeles—that's the definite promise for Shrine Auditorium on Monday night, Feb. 3, when a huge four-team doubleheader starting at 7:30 will bring into action the one and only Harlem Globetrotters—basketball's greatest quintet: Jesse Owens' Kansas City Stars, the All-Hawaii Stars and the valiant House of David aggregation from Benton Harbor, Mich.

Tickets already have gone on sale at the Southern California Movie Co., and all Mutual Ticket Agencies. Fans are advised to get theirs at once, for the great attraction promises to be a sure sellout.

Jesse Owens' fast and high-scoring guards will take the floor first, with a lineup including such favorites as Vertes Ziegler, Greco Foster, John Scott, Boyd Bull (not his name consists from Tennessee State College) and others against the other House of David whitewashed boys.

Then, between games, will come a stellar floorshow featuring the Hawaiian Islands' finest built dancers and entertainers. Here will be seen here with the Hawaiian all-star team by the Hawaiian Trotters Bur- can.

The big evening of entertainment will continue with the mighty marvel Harlem Globetrotters coming out for their pre-game show with Goose Tatum, Bobie Presley, Ted Strong, Ernie Robinson, Bartie Price, Ducky Moore and Tom Skely doing some "sleep-at-hand" tricks with the cans that are out of this world.

The feature of the evening will send the Globetrotters, winners of 272 games against only 122 defeats the past 19 years, in addition to 72 triumphs in their first 12 games this season, against the all-stars from Hawaii, who are reported plenty capable. During the canzone, the Trotters' unbelievable lightning passing and other tricks will continue to delight the fans. It's a show of such magnitude that